Sea-ice thickness variability in Storfjorden, Svalbard
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ABSTRACT. Results from electromagnetic induction surveys of sea-ice thickness in Storfjorden, Svalbard, reveal large interannual ice-thickness variations in a region which is typically characterized by a reoccurring polynya. The surveys were performed in March 2003, May 2006 and March 2007 with helicopter- and ship-based sensors. The thickness distributions are influenced by sea-ice and atmospheric boundary conditions 2 months prior to the surveys, which are assessed with synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images, regional QuikSCAT backscatter maps and wind information from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis dataset. Locally formed thin ice from the Storfjorden polynya was frequently observed in 2003 and 2007 (mean thickness 0.55 and 0.37 m, respectively) because these years were characterized by prevailing northeasterly winds. In contrast, the entire fjord was covered with thick external sea ice in 2006 (mean thickness 2.21 m), when ice from the Barents Sea was driven into the fjord by predominantly southerly winds. The modal thickness of this external ice in 2006 increased from 1.2 m in the northern fjord to 2.4 m in the southern fjord, indicating stronger deformation in the southern part. This dynamically thickened ice was even thicker than multi-year ice advected from the central Arctic Ocean in 2003 (mean thickness 1.83 m). The thermodynamic ice thickness of fast ice as boundary condition is investigated with a one-dimensional sea-ice growth model (1DICE) forced with meteorological data from the weather station at the island of Hopen, southeast of Storfjorden. The model results are in good agreement with the modal thicknesses of fast-ice measurements in all years.

INTRODUCTION

Sea-ice conditions in Storfjorden during winter are typically characterized by the formation of a reoccurring polynya (Haarpaintner and others, 2001). The fjord, situated in the southeastern part of the Svalbard archipelago, is enclosed by the islands of Spitsbergen to the northwest and Edgeøya to the east (see Fig. 1) such that the coastal polynya opens at northerly winds. Polynya activity results in the formation of brine-enriched shelf water, and the volume produced in Storfjorden can be significant compared with the total amount of bottom water in the Arctic (Skogseth and others, 2004).

However, in regions surrounded by coastlines like Storfjorden, the potential for ice deformation is also strong when winds are directed onshore. These processes may form much thicker sea ice by dynamic thickening than could be formed by thermodynamic growth. In the Arctic Ocean, for example, the thickest and most deformed sea ice can be found in the Lincoln Sea (Haas and others, 2006), where the coastlines of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago are a natural barrier against the dominating sea-ice drift pattern. For Storfjorden, external sea ice from the Barents Sea may be advected into the central fjord at southerly winds, which can lead to significant dynamic ice growth. Little information exists about these events and resulting thicknesses, since ice-thickness datasets of Svalbard fjords were only available from the accessible fast-ice zones (e.g. Gerland and Hall, 2006; Gerland and others, 2008) due to logistical and safety constraints.

Here we present sea-ice thickness data obtained by airborne and ship-based field campaigns in Storfjorden in spring 2003, 2006 and 2007. The aim of this study was to assess for the first time the general sea-ice thickness distribution in Storfjorden in years with different external sea-ice and atmospheric conditions. Remote-sensing data and reanalysis data of the general atmospheric circulation patterns 2 months prior to the surveys are used for the interpretation of the collected ice-thickness distributions. Thermodynamic ice growth is studied with fast-ice thickness measurements and a one-dimensional (1-D) ice growth model (1DICE). Data from central Storfjorden were collected to understand the relative importance of differences in thermodynamic and dynamic ice growth. The latter also has direct relevance for ice-thickness distributions in other Arctic regions and for parameterizations of dynamic thickness changes in climate models.

DATA AND METHODS

Ice-thickness measurements

Ice-thickness data were collected in the study region of Storfjorden during 3 years by means of electromagnetic (EM) induction sounding (Fig. 2). In March 2003, RV Polarstern served as a base for helicopter-borne EM (HEM) surveys (Haas and others, 2004). Starting at the southern entrance of the fjord, four flights with a total profile length of 510 km...
were performed between 76.8° N and 78.2° N between 12 and 17 March. In the northern part of the fjord, two flights resemble a north–south and east–west pattern yielding zonal and meridional cross sections. In the southern part, where the fjord is wider, the flight patterns were triangular for optimal area coverage.

The second survey was performed on 2 May 2006. This time the flight was started at the coal mine facility, Svea, on Spitsbergen (see Fig. 1). The survey was conducted in two flight legs (total length 448 km) over the entire study region, with one transect from 77.08° N to 78.64° N along the 20° W meridian. It was completed with several more zonal sections between Spitsbergen and Edgeøya.

In 2007, observations were carried out by ship-borne EM with the Norwegian coastguard vessel KV Svalbard between 22 and 25 March (A. Pfaffling, http://www/pfaffling-geophysics.com). The area of data collection is more limited than in the previous years when helicopters were used. The survey ranged from the southernmost point at 77.08–78.17° N to Freemansundet north of Edgeøya, and ice-thickness observations were more centered towards the eastern side of the fjord (19–21° W).

EM induction sounding is a common technique for sea-ice thickness retrieval using airborne (Kovacs and others, 1987; Haas and others, 2009) and ship-based (Haas, 1998; Uto and others, 2006) platforms. The airborne surveys were carried using a custom-built sensor (Haas and others, 2009), while for the ship-borne measurements a commercial sensor (Geonics EM31 MkII) was used. The EM technique utilizes the strong electrical conductivity contrast between the conductive sea water and resistive sea ice. Here we use the secondary EM field induced by a set of transmitter and receiver coils at the ice–water interface to estimate the height of the sensor above the bottom of the ice. This height can be obtained by inversion of a theoretical curve derived by calculating the EM response for variable heights above sea water of known conductivity using a forward model (Anderson, 1979; Haas and others, 2009). We assumed a sea-water conductivity of 2700 mS m⁻¹ and a negligible sea-ice conductivity of 0 mS m⁻¹. Ice thickness results from the difference of the sensor's height above the ice bottom and surface. The latter is measured with a laser altimeter. As the altimeter signals are reflected at the top of the snow the EM thickness includes both snow and ice thickness, i.e. represents total thickness. However, in this study we use the term ice thickness as a synonym for 'total thickness'. Over level sea ice, the accuracy of the EM method is ±0.1 m (Haas,
One issue when comparing ship and airborne EM data is the statistical selection bias due to the different platforms. While helicopter surveys can be conducted with constant speed and arbitrary flight patterns, ships are influenced directly by the ice conditions. In heavy ice conditions ships slow down and sometimes resort to ramming of ridges, hence thick sea ice will be overrepresented in the thickness distribution. Therefore, the 2007 ice-thickness data were resampled along the cruise track to the average point spacing of the airborne measurements of roughly 4 m to minimize the statistical bias of preferential sampling of certain thickness classes.

**Sea-ice conditions**

Satellite data were acquired to assist the interpretation of ice conditions in a wider area than the data collection. First, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images from the Envisat satellite (wide swath mode with resolution of 130 m) were used for a manual classification of the profiles into three categories based on the backscatter characteristics: (1) fast ice; (2) locally formed ice; and (3) external sea ice advected from the Barents Sea into the study area. The regional distribution of the classes is shown in Figure 2. The advected sea ice can be separated from the local ice in the SAR images by its brighter appearance due to the higher backscatter of the rougher ice surface. Locally formed thin ice is generally characterized by dark patches of low backscatter. The fast-ice edge was identified manually by its appearance as a bright line, which separates a uniform backscatter region close to the coast from the more heterogeneous sea ice in the central fjord.

Sea-ice conditions outside Storfjorden in a time frame of 2 months prior to the measurements are investigated with QuikSCAT backscatter products as shown in Figure 3. In the QuikSCAT maps, older or deformed sea ice can be identified by higher backscatter; correspondingly, the smoother surface and the higher salinity of first-year ice appears as low backscatter values. The ice edge based on the 15% threshold of Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) sea-ice concentration data is included in Figure 3 to assist the discrimination between low-backscatter sea ice and open water.

In 2003, a large outflow event (Kwok and others, 2005) from the Arctic Ocean resulted in a high concentration of multi-year ice along the eastern coastlines of the Svalbard archipelago as far as the southern part of the Storfjorden area. In the following field campaigns, this region east of Edgeøya was either covered by first-year sea ice (2007) or was completely ice-free due to the later date of the field campaign at the beginning of May 2006 and interannual variability of ice conditions in this region. The western site of the Svalbard archipelago is always ice-free due to the influence of the warm West Spitsbergen Current.

**Thermodynamic growth model**

A thermodynamic sea-ice growth model is used to assess the thermodynamic component of the sea-ice thickness distributions. The 1DICE column model uses daily time-steps and calculates the horizontally averaged ice thickness and ocean column below (Björk, 1989, 1997). The model set-up has a 1 m vertical resolution. Runs were initialized on 1 September in the year previous to the spring field campaigns and performed for 1 year. The water column starts at the freezing point and without initial sea-ice cover. One sea-ice class is used, taken to represent undeformed first-year sea ice. Fast ice attached to land along the Svalbard coast is a good example of such an ice type. The 1DICE model calculates all relevant fluxes of heat and mass based on the monthly averaged forcing of the atmosphere. The runs presented here differ only in monthly mean surface temperature. Air-temperature values from Hopen island to the south of Storfjorden (Fig. 1) are used, as data inside Storfjorden are not available in all years. Typically, the meteorological station on Hopen shows 1°C warmer air temperatures than in Storfjorden (Skogseth and others, 2004). Sensible heat fluxes are estimated from air temperature and wind speed (mean and standard deviations) using standard bulk formulas (Björk, 1989). Latent heat flux is calculated based on the monthly averaged humidity in a similar way. The thickness of the model snow layer is added to the ice thickness so that the result is comparable with the EM total thickness in the individual years. A more detailed description of the monthly mean forcing in the Barents Sea is provided by Smedsrud and others (2010).

**RESULTS**

Figure 5 shows the sea-ice thickness distributions derived from EM data of the three classes: (1) fast ice; (2) locally formed ice; and (3) advected external sea ice. In 2003,
multi-year ice covered the southern part of the region while the central fjord was covered with thin ice from a polynya event. However, in 2006 southerly winds prevented the formation of a polynya and only thicker sea ice was found in the entire fjord. However, no apparent boundary could be identified in the SAR images or in the thickness data; therefore, most of the profile was classified as ‘external sea ice’ except the fast-ice zone close to the coast of Spitsbergen. The situation in 2007 resembled that of 2003; however, no external ice was found and no indications of the presence of multi-year ice were observed in SAR or QuikSCAT data at the southern entrance of Storfjorden. Visual observations from the ship’s bridge confirm a gradual transition from open-water conditions into gradually thicker ice cover along the cruise track arriving in the fjord. Almost the entire dataset was identified as locally formed sea ice, with a small patch of fast ice in the northernmost part of the profile near Freemansundet.

The statistical parameters of all classes are summarized in Table 1. The thickest fast ice was found in 2003, with a mean thickness of $1.58 \pm 0.77$ m (mean ±1 standard deviation) and a modal thickness of 1.0 m. In 2006, fast ice in the same region as in 2003 was 20–40% thinner (mean: $1.25 \pm 0.96$ m; modal: 0.6 m) followed by a further decrease in 2007 (mean: $0.80 \pm 0.52$ m; modal: 0.40 m). However, the region of fast ice was at the entrance of Freemansundet and not close to the coast of Spitsbergen as in the two previous field campaigns. The number of data points in the fast-ice zone is comparable in all years and ranges between 5% and 12% of the collected ice-thickness data. The modal

Fig. 3. QuikSCAT backscatter maps from the Barents Sea ranging back 2 months prior to the date of the data collection (right column). High backscatter (red) coincides with rougher multi-year ice, low backscatter (blue) with smoother first-year sea ice. The white line illustrates sea-ice edge derived by the 15% threshold of SSM/I sea-ice concentration data. Dates are dd/mm/yyyy.
fast-ice thicknesses in each year are in agreement with results from the 1DICE. The evolution of the thermodynamically grown total thickness is displayed in Figure 6, while Table 1 contains the values at the date of the field activities in the individual years. Differences in the model results reflect the variable air temperature over the time span of the runs with a colder year (2003) and warmer years (2006, 2007) than the long-term average. The comparison of model and field data shows that the behavior of the modal fast-ice thickness is very similar to the results of the ice growth model, though the thermodynamic thickness is consistently smaller. The difference (2003: –4 cm; 2006: –13 cm; 2007: –4 cm) may be caused by colder air temperatures in the fjord compared with the Barents Sea temperatures used for the 1-D model. In addition, the fast-ice surveys are confined to small geographical regions, which might introduce a local bias in the modal position. However, the difference between model and measurements lies within the bin size of the ice-thickness distribution.

The distributions of the local ice regimes sampled in 2003 and 2007 in Figure 5 show that the most common thicknesses do not exceed 1 m. In 2007 the ice was thinner on average (mean: 0.37 ± 0.44 m) than in 2003 (mean 0.55 ± 0.45 m). The distribution mode indicates that 0.2 ± 0.1 m was the most frequent thin-ice thickness in 2003, while in 2007 the modal thickness reveals more ice with a thickness <10 cm and a higher open-water fraction. While the distribution in 2007 is more Gaussian-shaped, the trace of ice deformation is visible on the trailing flank of distribution in the thin-ice zone of 2003.

The thickest and most deformed sea ice can be found in the external ice class of 2003 (1.83 ± 1.05 m) and 2006 (2.21 ± 1.04 m). In contrast to the distributions of the other classes, the modes of the external sea ice in both years are less sharp, with a significantly broader basis. In 2006, the distribution is bimodal, with two maxima at 1.2 and 2.4 m, although the two modes are not clearly separated. The two modes can be traced to different regions in Storfjorden (Fig. 7). The external ice class is categorized into a northern and southern part, which are divided by the 78° N zonal. This threshold was chosen slightly arbitrarily at a narrowing of the fjord. The northern part shows a pronounced maximum at a total thickness of 1.2 m, which is the first mode in the combined distribution in Figure 5. Total thicknesses close to the second mode of 2.4 m are more common in the southern part of the fjord. Though the two distributions are quite different in shape, the mean values are similar (northern part: 2.10 ± 1.22 m; southern part: 2.28 ± 1.01 m).

**DISCUSSION**

The snapshot measurements show the interannual variability of sea-ice thickness distributions in the confined region of Storfjorden. The comparability of the measurements is limited due to the layout of the field campaign, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Fast ice Mean</th>
<th>Fast ice Std. dev.</th>
<th>Fast ice Mode</th>
<th>1DICE Mean</th>
<th>1DICE Std. dev.</th>
<th>1DICE Mode</th>
<th>Local ice Mean</th>
<th>Local ice Std. dev.</th>
<th>Local ice Mode</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>External ice Mean</th>
<th>External ice Std. dev.</th>
<th>External ice Mode</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7485</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>78360</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>66488</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>11144</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.2 (2.4)</td>
<td>131755</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>9205</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>64012</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
time of year and the different external forcing. However, the imprints of the external conditions shown in 2 months prior to the surveys are clearly visible in the observed distribution functions.

In all years the modal fast-ice thickness is in good agreement with the 1-D model (Fig. 6), both for thicknesses above the long-term mean (2003) and well below (2006, 2007). Deviations between model and data might arise from differences in atmospheric forcing between Storfjorden and Hopen as well as sampling biases in the EM ice thickness due to the limited geographical coverage of fast ice in each year. However, the modeled thermodynamic ice thickness was not observed as a mode in the other ice-thickness distributions. Ice grown in a polynya is of younger age than fast ice and therefore thinner. Such local ice from the Storfjorden polynya was observed in 2003 and 2007. Both histograms vary in the frequency of very thin ice (<0.2 m). However, note that the accuracy of the measurements is not sufficient to distinguish between the various thicknesses of this very thin ice just formed in the polynya, so observed differences between years may not be significant. The inaccuracy of the sensors causes a broader distribution as reflected in negative thicknesses in all histograms in Figure 5. Nevertheless, the local ice-thickness histograms show thicknesses exceeding the modeled thermodynamic ice thickness in both years (2003 and 2007). These tails of the local ice distributions are the result of ridging and rafting of thinner ice and show different shapes in 2003 and 2007. Though average wind speeds are different in both years (Fig. 4), an interpretation is difficult without a dedicated polynya model that reflects the differences of the thermodynamic and dynamic component in both years.

The absence of any local ice and the bimodal distribution of the external ice in 2006 indicate that strong deformation has taken place. One sea-ice core taken some days before
the helicopter flight at the southern end of the area in Figure 2 showed evidence of several layers of rafted and deformed ice. The wind forcing of ~6 m s⁻¹ winds from the southwest (Fig. 4) would effectively raft and ridge the first-year level ice of 0.6 m origin into thicker ice. For example, Amundrud and others (2004) showed that level ice 0.6 m thick north of Canada was deformed into large ridgets with drafts between 5 and 18 m.

In 2006 there were similar leading and trailing flanks of the thickness distribution functions in the northern and southern parts of the fjord (Fig. 7). The predominant southerly winds imply that the second mode in the ice-thickness distributions has been created by wind-forced deformation. The increase of the mean thickness in the southern part (+0.19 m or 9% compared with the north) is within the order of the expected sampling error of airborne EM surveys (Rabenstein and others, 2009). However, an increase of this magnitude by redistribution of 1.2 m thick ice into a 2.4 m thickness class is plausible, because the difference does describe two progressions of sea-ice deformation. In this case, the maximum at 2.4 m in the southern thickness distribution results from deformation processes and not thermodynamic growth of an older ice-thickness class. This mode may appear from extreme deformation events as observed in May 2006. However, it has to be kept in mind that the broadness of the mode may be caused partly by the local underestimation of deformed ice thickness by the EM method. The high degree of the deformation in 2006 is additionally illustrated by comparison with the external ice class in 2003. This ice is likely a part of the outflow event of thick multi-year ice in 2003 (Kwok and Rothrock, 2009). Here the mean thickness is about 40 cm smaller than in 2006 and the modal position is 40 cm larger.

The differences between modal and mean thicknesses underline the necessity of careful analysis of the complete ice-thickness distribution when comparing datasets with different external conditions. The modal thickness is a meaningful number to characterize certain ice regimes; however, histogram maxima may result from ice dynamics rather than thermodynamics. These dynamic modes can be separated from their thermodynamic counterparts by their less sharp appearance. This may be the case only for strong deformation events as observed here in a region very close to the coast, and the typical broader maxima of a multi-year ice distribution function are influenced by thermodynamics as well as dynamics.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a first assessment of ice thicknesses in the Storfjorden area from which previously no ice-thickness information was available despite the region’s importance for atmosphere–ice–ocean interactions. The data show a wide range of sea-ice thickness distributions including very thin ice formed in a local polynya, fast ice close to the coast and thicker sea ice advected from the adjacent Barents Sea. Remote-sensing products, atmospheric reanalysis datasets as well as results from a 1-D thermodynamic growth model were used to assess the findings in the light of different external conditions. Therefore, this study provides valuable validation data for ice and polynya models of Storfjorden.

The ice-thickness data confirm that thermodynamic ice growth, as driven largely by air temperature, was approximately 0.5 m in 2006 and 2007. In 2003, and on average during recent decades, ice growth was approximately 1 m at the end of the freezing season, as reflected by the Storfjorden modal fast-ice thickness. Young locally grown ice in the Storfjorden polynya appears with very small (close to zero) modal thickness in the thickness distributions due to the chosen coarse bin size (20 cm). Thicker ice occurs less frequently, falling monotonically for increasing ice thickness. In 2003 deformed thick multi-year sea ice was advected into the southern part of Storfjorden from the Arctic Ocean, creating a mean and modal thickness of 1.8 m. In 2006 strong southerly winds effectively ridged and rafted all locally grown ice into a thick cover with a bimodal distribution and a mean thickness of 2.2 m. With airborne and ship-based EM it was possible for the first time to assess these variable regimes. The accessibility of Storfjorden with its range of ice thicknesses makes the region an ideal place for repeated studies of ice deformation and of suitability of the EM measurements to observe the resulting changes of the ice-thickness distribution.
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